Football – Goal with soccer target

SETUP - MANUAL

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Congratulations on your purchase of this product. Before using this football-goal please read
the following instructions very careful and keep them in a safe place for further use.
Proposal: Before you assemble the goal, spray some lubricant/ lubricating oil on the smaller
end of the connecting pieces. In this case it is much more easier to put the parts together and
the life-time of the product becomes longer.

1. Assembling the frame
Put together all frame-pipes as you can see on the folloeing picture. Please take care for
using the correct parts to avoid damaging the goal-frame or something else.

2 a Assembling the net
Attach the net to the frame of the goal and put the cords for attaching through the meshes for
fixing the net on the frame in the correct way. With the help of the Velcro-fastenings you can
fix the net on the diagonal parts of the goal-frame also. If you have finished, please control
very careful the correct and sufficient fixing.

2b. Attaching the Soccer Target ( Trainigs-equipment in Option)
With the help of the Velcro-fastenings the "soccer-target" will be fixed on the frontpart of the
goal-frame. It must be fixed also in the ground with the ground anchors and the elastic rubber
bands. Ensure that the clips are on the backside of the goal.

3. Protection of stability of the football-goal
Last you have to fix the goal-frame with the help of the ground anchors, as it s shown in the
picture. On hard floors (concrete-floor or asphalt or similar) the goals has to be fixed in other
way to prevent risks of injury.

Information for the use
If it is not necessary you should not exposure the goal to a bad weather and store it dry and
cool. If you push together the metal-parts it may be possible, that they get rusty. Remove rosty
points as soon as possible.
During the play please take care, that all parts are properly fixed .
We wish you a lot of pleasure with your play !

